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A green Shoot will sprout from Jesse’s stump, from his
roots a budding branch
Isaiah 11:1
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The last word on 2017...
This must be one of the strangest years to have lived through!
The world was still watching the consequences of a dramatic election result in the
US when the UK found itself on a political knife-edge and then New Zealand came
up with a very surprising coalition. Kenya remains in a state of turmoil and Robert
Mugabe has just been deposed in Zimbabwe. It seems as if the world is seeking
change but is unsure where to look for it. One of the greatest threats to democracy
is the pervasive individualism that demands that ‘my’ voice be heard and my view
be protected and respected. The ability to accept that a larger group of people who
have a different view to me will now hold a balance of power is becoming strained thin and if this ability is lost
then anarchy will rule.
Sadly, this individualism has also infiltrated the Church (one of the negative consequences of the Reformation?)
and has watered down the calling to a radically different way of life – one of laying down our lives in respect of the
other.
However, there is a new generation being raised up that seeks to live a sacrificial life of service to the God who
they fully understand as Father, Son and Holy Spirit. It is exciting that new moves at BTC (Bishopdale College) and
within the youth ministry of the diocese will give momentum to this move of the Spirit.
This edition of The Witness reflects on some of the challenges facing us as a Church and community but more
especially the people and the faith that help us stand strong and excited as we approach
the incredible Christmas season. May Christmas still fill you with awe and wonder.
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Reformation

History? Or history repeating itself?
October 31st 1517 is generally considered the start of
the Reformation, the day that Martin Luther nailed his
thesis challenging the excesses of the Catholic Church
(particularly the practice of indulgences) on to the
door of the Wittenberg Parish Church. This year marks
the 500th anniversary of that event.
However the seeds of dissatisfaction in the behaviour
of the (Roman Catholic) Church can be found years
earlier. John Wycliffe (in England) for example,
challenged the whole practice of indulgences and
affirmed the primacy of scripture over tradition.
Five major movements grew out of the Reformation
and Anglicanism was one of the five. It grew out of
Henry VIII’s frustration at Rome’s refusal to grant an
annulment of his marriage to Katherine of Aragon.
Although he declared himself supreme governor of
the Church, he never wanted to leave the Catholic
Church – he wanted an English Catholic Church rather

than a Roman one! It wasn’t until Queen Elizabeth
I was excommunicated by Rome that the Church
became fully independent. The English Church found
its expression during Elizabeth’s reign and was based
upon the 39 articles of Cranmer and upon the Book of
Common Prayer.
The doctrines and our practices upon which
our Church is established come out of this English
Reformation and mark us as a Church that has one foot
in the sacramental tradition of our catholic heritage
and the other in the ‘sola fide’ (faith) and ‘sola scriptura’
(scripture) of Luther and Cranmer (and Wycliffe – 130
years earlier). It is really interesting to note that the
English Church didn’t want to leave (although they
certainly wanted to reform the Church); they were
excommunicated. Rather than being a (very old)
historic event – it might just have a great deal of
relevance for us today?
Transformed Life
Steve and Watiri Maina will be leading us to explore the transforming love
of Christ in our lives and how we can share our experience with others.
Steve leads the New Zealand Church Mission Society. He is an ordained
Anglican minister and a gifted public speaker. Steve and his wife Watiri,
a counsellor, supervisor and counselling educator, are both passionate
about advocating God’s mission. They will be sharing their insights in
three minnistry sessions. There will be times of corporate worship and
prayer ministry in all the sessions as well.
Children and Youth Programme
During the main meetings there is a crèche for under 5s, two fun activity
based children’s programmes for years 1-4 and years 5-8 and a full youth
programme for years 9-13.
Where is Camp?
Set in a mix of surrounding forest and native bush, Bethany Park Camp is
positioned off the beaten track, nestled into the surrounding hillside, up a
beautiful walk along the inlet to the golden sands of Kaiteriteri Beach.
Registrations and info: convergencecamp@xtra.co.nz
Registrations Close Monday 12 February 2018
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A timeline of the Church (and Society’s)
discussion on same-gender sexuality
Over the years the changing norms of sexuality within our society has impacted the life and mind
of the Church. Several General Synods have grappled with this issue and many people
have asked for some sort of timeline to try to understand how the situation has unfolded.
This timeline is a very simple explanation of key moments in the debate.
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We have used this tagline at a number of events this
year to communicate that Bishopdale College exists to
serve God by serving people who want to go deeper
with God. A key part of this is gaining wisdom about
God, God’s ways and how God is calling us to serve.
Knowing more of God is hugely important for living
fully connected to God, God’s purposes and God’s
people. Underpinning every bit of this is our vision of
God and of God’s deep, deep, claim on us. Everything
we aim to achieve as a College – and the excellent
things that many of our students go on to do – starts
with this.
This year has been very positive indeed for
Bishopdale College, especially in student numbers
– and we expect 2018 to provide further growth. We
have secured extra funding for students undertaking
Diploma studies with an emphasis on internships and
we are in discussions with a number of churches who
will have interns taking up the opportunity for this
funding as new full-time students next year. However,
what is most encouraging is seeing the fruit of our
work begin to grow. We are always working to be
a College that maintains high academic standards
but which puts the highest priority on vision and
discipleship that is focussed on God and God’s mission.
As we go to press a small team has been interviewing
some outstanding candidates for a new role in the
College – the job is about to be offered to a person
we are very impressed with. The role involves serving
the Diocese as Youth Ministry Enabler and also serving
the College as Internship Enabler – these two roles
are both very significant, with some very important
areas of cross-over within them. We are excited to have
gained some extra funding from an outside source to
make this happen, and we can see enormous potential
for greater and greater impact in seeing leaders

emerging into all sorts of roles across a wide range of
Churches, both inside and beyond our diocese. Watch
this space...
Enrolments are now open for our 2018 classes.
Particular standouts for the coming year include
our one-week intensives, Ministry with Children and
Families, and Youth Ministry: Discipleship, along with
a range of biblical, theological, and pastoral papers. A
list of courses can be found by visiting our website –
www.bishopdale.ac.nz – or getting in touch with the
Registrar.
New Logo
You may have noticed our new logo. Bishopdale has
always been about the development of leaders who
are disciples of Jesus. Through strengthening and
training such leaders Bishopdale is actually about the
development of the Church. Over the last few years
we have found that the word ‘Theological’ in our name
has helped people realise that we are serious about
the depth and intensity of the training going on. At the
same time we have found that it can hide a great deal
that we do - people only think of theology degrees,
when we are also involved in hands-on training among
young people, Equip training in our Anglican Diocese,
continued development for ordained leaders, and so
on. Consequently, we decided
that we needed to just have
‘Bishopdale College’ in our
logo, so that people can more
easily connect with the breadth
of work we are involved in,
while retaining our connection
to our rich heritage.
Andrew Burgess – Dean,
Bishopdale College

locally owned and operated
phone 03 546 5700 24hrs • www.shoneandshirley.com
164 Tahunanui Drive, Nelson
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Awatere

Remembering the upheaval a year ago

Ni-Vanuatu workers surround Bp Richard as he preaches.

A time of prayer and encouragement.

The roar and shake breaks into my dreams and I
wait, heart pounding, to discern whether the sound
is escalating... but no. It’s just a 4.5 at 11km depth out
in the Straits somewhere. It’s 4:03am and I get up to
reassure the cat and make a cup of tea – there’ll be no
going back to sleep this morning. It’s November 16,
2017 and though the rest of New Zealand has pretty
much forgotten what happened along the East Coast
of the South Island a year ago, we in the Awatere have
regular reminders.
Though the congregation at St Peter’s in Ward is
small, we really appreciated that Bishop Richard and
Hilary would make the journey to be with us and
comfort us with their love and prayers, remembering
the upheaval of our land and our lives one year ago.
And many others also joined us from Blenheim along
with our MP and District Councillors. The building was
full and their love wrapped around the locals like a
cloak.
Partway through the service 50 or so Ni-Vanuatu
workers arrived. There was no room for them in the
pews and so they sat together right up the front, the
Bishop laughing as they unknowingly occupied his
chair.
The Lord is my Shepherd, I shall not be in want. He
makes me lie down in green pastures, he leads me
beside quiet waters, he restores my soul. How often
have the Awatere congregations turned to these

precious scriptures this past year and yet they are
ever new. Words of comfort carefully compiled by our
shepherd leader, talked about in still-broken homes
that I have visited this week.
I take the opportunity on behalf of the Awatere and
East Coast parish to thank the diocese – so many of you
– for upholding us in prayer this past year. The isolation
wrought by the severed highway, the high-vis vests
and road cones, the fragile community struggling to
make rational and cohesive decisions will settle into a
new and stronger normality in time.
Dawn Daunauda – Vicar, Awatere Joint Venture
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Uplifting singing at the service.
Photos: Tracy Neal, RNZ

Crossing the Jordan River
– the Topps are moving on!
After 31 years Rev Kevin and Sandy Topp are
preparing to leave Kaikoura to retire near Havelock,
after what has been an interesting discipleship journey.
Kevin made a decision for Christ at the age of 18. Sandy
picked him out and invited him to dance with her at a
church dance, and next February they will have been
dancing together for 50 years. They have a son Daniel
and two grandchildren.
They came to Kaikoura to ‘Totaranui’ their high
country farm (and farm-stay) up the Puhi Puhi Valley
where trampers often arrived on the doorstep looking
for help. Getting to the farm takes one through native
trees and across the Jordan River. The trees Kevin saw
in a vision years earlier. The scripture the Lord gave
them at the time was of the children of Israel crossing
the Jordan into Canaan. Kevin tells the story of the
American lad who insisted on being baptised in their
Jordan River. Their 30 years have seen many seasons on
the land and without the Lord, they believe they may
not have survived.
In Kaikoura they worshipped with the Presbyterians,
then New Life, and finally at St Peters where
Priests Charles and Mary Worsley ‘loved us in’. They
appreciated the structure of the Anglican service.
Kevin’s involvement grew and in 2013 he was ordained
deacon and priest. Bishop Richard preached at his
ordination on ‘The Good Shepherd’ and told Kevin he
was to be a shepherd to the people.
This calling came into its own following the
November 2016 earthquake when he visited all
parishioners and supported them as some were being
evacuated. It was quite a week but everyone was
accounted for. The earthquake was destructive but
constructive things were happening also. Kevin found
a new depth in people when he
visited, helped find accommodation
and bought groceries with donated
funds.
“People are grateful that the
churches are still operating regularly

and are reliable, there are
always folk available to
hear their stories,” says
Kevin.
Sandy, as well as being
a musician has come to
the fore in the area of
hospitality on the farm
and at church. They have
had a special relationship
with the American
Students who are part of
the Creation Care Study Program (CCSP). The students
have watched Kevin kill and dress a sheep, and
parishioners have seen Kevin shear a sheep in St Peters.
Before the 2016 earthquake Kevin and Sandy had
moved to a smaller life style block and will be making
another move soon to the Marlborough Sounds.
Interestingly Sandy was baptised in St Peter’s Akaroa,
has worshipped and ministered at St Peter’s Kaikoura
all these years, and will be shifting to St Peter’s Havelock
in the Marlborough Sounds. They crossed the Jordan
to begin their life and ministry in Kaikoura and as they
leave, it is with the knowledge that ‘The Lord has been
their Shepherd’ in all their ‘crossings’.
The diocese thanks them for their gift of time and
ministry to the people in Kaikoura as they move to a
new chapter in their lives.
A Ministry Team comprising both Wardens (Hilary
Hurst and Michael McCabe) also Courtnay Wilson,
Marianne McChesney and Nicky Woodall, will have
responsibility for worship and pastoral care.
David Hollingsworth – Bishop’s Chaplain
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‘The Spring Camp band was epic.’

His Story, My
Labour weekend heralded another Spring Camp.
From all over the diocese, youth, youth leaders and
guests descended on Bridge Valley Adventure Camp to
connect with God and each other.
What a weekend! Whether you were a committed
Christian or unsure of faith stuff, sporty, adventure
loving, or prefer the indoors, this camp had something
for everyone.
Amongst the hilarity and fun of the games and
challenges, there was amazing worship and teaching.
The theme of ‘His Story, My Story’ was explored
throughout the main gatherings and the workshops.
Kirstin Cant, the CMS Youth Mobiliser, unpacked ‘His
Story’ the life of Jesus. Over the three nights, in an
interactive way, Kirstin answered the questions ‘Who
is Jesus? What did Jesus do in his life? Why did Jesus
die? There was an overwhelming response from the
young people with many experiencing profound God
moments, especially on Sunday night.
Alongside Kirstin some of our diocese youth leaders
offered their testimonies of Jesus in their lives and
workshops explored the Holy Spirit and worship.
A group of young musicians from throughout the
diocese, most of whom had never been involved
in leading worship before, were able to create an
environment that had even the most reluctant
worshiping.

‘I was part of the worship team
it was an amazing experience.
between worshipping within t
worshipping. I could look at ev
stage and really see God movi
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‘I thought the talent
show was pretty cool.’

Led by Jeremy Fallow they set the scene for
participants to engage in ‘My Story’.
‘My Story’ was also emphasised by David Riddell who
gave advice on making great choices and through
workshops on such topics as dealing with anxiety,
healthy relationships and missions.
Over the weekend a designated prayer space,
The Sanctuary, offered a space for reflection and to
spend time alone with God. It helped to personally
interweave ‘His Story’ with ‘My Story’.
There was also plenty of space, time and opportunity
for young people to just be young people. Bridge
Valley offers opportunities for adventure on such
things as high ropes or through getting wet in the lake
while on a hydro slide. There were Zorbs (large plastic
orbs with a person in each) to run at each other in,
laser strike, computer games and of course the Log
Challenges.
Nelson won the Bishop’s Log for the second year
in a row having won such activities as drinking a can
of coke through your own smelly sock and being the
fastest team to complete the 2017 obstacle course!!
Yes young people need time and space to be
young people but there is no doubt that they also
encountered God over this time and in this space.
Sue Fallow
– Bishop’s Ministry Team

‘I learnt that Jesus loves you no matter
what, and will always forgive you.’

y Story

m on my first spring camp, and
. There’s such a big difference
the crowd and leading the
very person while on the
ing in them.’
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Perspectives on the

LIVING WAGE

At Synod there was a healthy debate around the issue of workers being paid a
Living Wage – as opposed to a minimum wage.
Here are a few perspectives on this issue.
Why promote the Living Wage in the Nelson
Diocese? Yvonne McLean – Hospital Chaplain
As a Franciscan Tertiary (a member of the Third Order
Society of St Francis) I have pledged to live out the
principles of the Third Order. Part of our second Aim
‘To spread a spirit of love and harmony’ includes: ‘The
Order sets out, in the name of Christ, to break down
barriers between people and seek equality for all... As
Tertiaries, we are prepared not only to speak out for
social justice and international peace, but to put these
principles into practice in our own lives.’
During my preamble to the motion, I pointed out
to Synod that all parish priests are paid the same no
matter what their age, experience, or size of parish. The
clergy and the Anglican Centre staff receive an income
equal to or above the Living Wage; equality and social
justice demands that all who are in paid employment
throughout the diocese should also receive a Living
Wage. The Living Wage has been calculated at a level
that enables people to live above the poverty line. I
realise some people are part time, and others gladly

Some reflections from Tim Mora – Vicar, CobdenRunanga Parish
In the gospel, Jesus tells a story that shows what the
kingdom of God is like. The story is about an estate
manager who continues to hire workers throughout
the day and at the day’s end pays them the same
amount, about $150 which was a living wage for farm
workers in the ancient near east. With that they could
feed their families, pay their bills and care for their
children. Without that they would go hungry, face
eviction and their children would suffer.
There was no social welfare, no income protection
insurance and although your extended family would
look after you to a degree, it couldn’t sustain that longterm. The general principal was you either worked or
you starved. The estate manager in the story went back
time and again to make sure everyone was employed
and at the end of the day, and through his sense of
social responsibility he paid everyone a living wage.
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give their time to their local parishes but as an extreasurer I believe that it’s important to show the true
cost of running a parish and encourage people who
have the means to donate back their tithe or more! To
enable fellow Christians to give financially is a blessing
to them and the local church. We can never out-give
God!
The following is the prayer used on Day 9 of our
Franciscan Community Obedience.
Grant us, Lord God, a vision of your world as your love
would have it:
a world where the weak are protected, and none go
hungry or poor;
a world where the riches of creation are shared, and
everyone can enjoy them;
a world where different races and cultures live in
harmony and mutual respect;
a world where peace is built with justice, and justice is
guided by love.
Give us the inspiration and courage to build it, through
Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
[author unknown]
In a fair and just society everyone should have the
opportunity to earn enough to feed their family and
have a roof over their heads. A living wage will allow
you to earn enough to live, take your family on a
holiday and maybe your spouse out to dinner once in
a while. A fair and just society is not one where the rich
get richer and the poor get poorer.
Capitalism fails when it doesn’t reward the average
worker who puts in an equal amount of effort to that
of his or her CEO. Capitalism needs to be underpinned
by a moral base where Boards, CEO’s and regulatory
authorities ensure that all workers and managers
benefit in a just and fair way for their efforts.
Each of us has an internal moral compass that
guides our actions. The root of the problem is not a
government that seems bent on keeping the minimum
wage low, nor the company that puts unfair shift work
rosters together, but rather it’s the value system they’re
both working from that says ‘it’s okay to do this’ in the
first place.

Another Perspective. Thoughts from David Allpress
– All Saints Parish
I was encouraged that Synod discussed this vexing
issue of financial hardship among the low paid, such
concern being consistent with the Gospel narrative.
The principle of the Living Wage appeals to
New Zealander’s value of equality. However, its
implementation will not lead to equality but is likely to
hurt those we aspire to help.
I have significant reservation that adopting the Living
Wage would produce such unintended consequences.
Greatest concern relates to ‘bracket creep’, an example
being a staff cleaner on the minimum wage of $15.75
per hour being increased to the Living Wage of
$20.20 and this resulting in a demand by the office
worker currently on $20.20 to retain wage relativity,
thus seeking $24.65, and so forth, throughout the
workforce. Bracket creep is inflationary, causing prices
and potentially interest rates, to rise. It is accepted that
inflation most negatively affects the low waged as this
sector does not have discretionary income to absorb
price and rent increases.

Society owes much to former Labour Prime Minister
Michael Joseph Savage, known as the ‘Author of the
Welfare State’. I believe it is better to assist the lowwaged through targeted government assistance,
where investment can be made in society’s wellbeing.
If further assistance is directed to 20% of the
population this would result in 20% of the inflationary
consequence in comparison to bracket creep
throughout the entire employment sector.
New Zealand is a world leader in targeted assistance,
examples including ‘Working for Families’, medical
subsidies and New Zealand Superannuation. Such
targeted investment, particularly as it relates to
children and families, is more likely to succeed in
comparison to the Living Wage initiative which may
well hurt those the proponents aspire to help.
Let’s continue to express a Christ-like concern for
those who are suffering and constantly advocate that
the Government effectively meet the needs of the
lower waged. Meantime, in Christian compassion, let
us ourselves also resolve to try to serve our brothers
and sisters better, however we are able to.
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Petra Roper
Petra was born in Greymouth the youngest of three
siblings. Her brothers are six and seven years older.
Petra was raised in a Christian home and identifies
a defining moment in 2010 when someone who
didn’t know her spoke words of prophecy over her
(in particular the words ‘leadership’ and ‘creativity’)
which she sees being fulfilled seven years later. Her
parents run a quad biking business. ‘Ingenuity’ is the
word that best describes her mum who among other
things runs a quilting business. Her word for her dad is
‘compassion’. The person she admires the most is her
elder brother Phillip because of his passion for Christ
and his business acumen.
Petra was home schooled until mid-way through
year 13 (7th form) when she went to Ohio in the USA
to be with a friend and with her, attended a Mennonite
Bible College for a year, completing a Certificate in
Biblical Studies. She returned home to Greymouth in
June 2015 and helped with the family business before
heading to Nelson in 2016. It was her connection with
Brad Wood (Deacon at St Stephen’s Tahunanui) and
her involvement with Nicki Mora at ‘The Shed’ youth
group in Greymouth that prompted the invitation to a
‘Creative Media and Youth’ Internship at Tahunanui.
The youth aspect of her Internship is her involvement
with ‘The Tribe’ which is a youth group for young
people in years 8 to 12 (Forms 1 to 6). They get
together for some fun, a meal and to hear a little about
Jesus each week.
The internship is a three-year journey and this is
her second year. It involves 10 hours of unpaid work
each week. In 2016 as a full-time student at Nelson
Marlborough Institute of Technology, Petra completed
a Diploma in Arts and Media and it is in this area she
hopes to work with young people and for the diocese.
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Next year Petra will be taking on more responsibility
helping Brad to lead an initiative called ‘1:1 Creative’
aimed at bringing together creative young people
from around the Nelson area. She and Brad will be
meeting regularly with these young people to develop
and share skills and to challenge each other to be
disciplined followers of our creative God. There is
lots of potential out there and they are really looking
forward to seeing what God does among them.
Petra also works for Naked Eye D V (Digital Vision),
a production company in Nelson co-owned by Dave
Evans (St Stephen’s Tahunanui). Dave has been
instrumental in helping Petra develop her videography
skills as part of her internship at the church. It has
been an amazing opportunity for her to develop skills
and experience the video industry as a production
assistant.
She brought her skills to the fore recently when
she filmed and edited all the testimony talks for
our 2017 Diocesan Synod. As a result of this she is
being contracted for other diocesan projects for the
remainder of this year.
In 2018 Petra will be employed by the diocese one
day a week in the area of design and videography.
Her interest and passion is to use her skills to bring
attention to important issues such as poverty, along
with other untold stories.
Petra’s interests include listening to music and
playing guitar and piano, photography, solving Rubik
cubes and watching spy movies, although she hasn’t
watched any James Bond movies yet! Like lots of
people she has a love/hate relationship with running
for fitness. At the moment she is reading CS Lewis ‘Till
We Have Faces’. Her favourite Bible verses are Romans
5:8 and Ps 63:3.
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How to survive christmas (small ‘c’ intended)
In 1993, we were living in London. I was working
at Westminster Cathedral, the mother church of the
Catholic Church in England and Wales, and during the
lead up to Christmas the Cathedral Administrator gave
me two tickets to the Cathedral Advent Service. I didn’t
want to go. I had already had my fill of christmas and I
was aching for a holiday. But the tickets were obviously
a gift with meaning so we walked through the winter
streets and joined 3,000 fellow Londoners in the
cathedral.
At 6.30pm, on the dot, the lights went out and
the cathedral was drenched in darkness. The choir
processed in, following a single candle, while a small
boy chorister sang the opening verse of Once in Royal
David’s City. Then we and 3,000 others spent the next
hour teetering on the doorstep of the Kingdom of
Heaven.
The service was based on the Anglican Festival of
Nine Lessons and Carols. It seems such an ancient
service but it was first celebrated in 1918, in Kings
College Chapel in Cambridge, cobbled together by
a newly appointed Dean who had recently returned
from the front line in France after ‘a battle of special
horror’. He wanted to capture the spirit of the Season
of Advent in a service of ‘colour, warmth and delight, as
a counter-attraction to the public houses and as a right
prelude to Christmas’ and he succeeded brilliantly.
In 1928 the service was first broadcast by BBC Radio
and since 1938 it has been broadcast to listeners all
over the world. It persisted throughout the second
world war, broadcasting to both Allied and Axis
nations, telling the story of our redemption and
preparing weary and jaded hearts for the coming of
the Christ Child at Christmas.
God knows we still need it and so, it seems, do
thousands of others.

In English cathedrals, tickets to the Advent services
are usually taken up by the beginning of April; the
Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols at Salisbury
Cathedral is so oversubscribed that it is repeated
on three consecutive evenings and last year, 27,000
people attended services in Westminster Abbey
between Advent Sunday and 23 December. Advent, it
seems, is in fashion. And this is in spite of the fact that
it’s so counter-cultural; so much at odds with what our
modern society tries to pass off as the celebration of
Christmas.
The Season of Advent is a reality check; a stark
reminder that we live in a fake world and that
chocolate advent calendars, plastic christmas trees,
joyless office parties, constant replays of Snoopy’s
christmas and endless, mindless shopping is not
what Christmas is about. The scripture readings for
the Advent season talk about death and judgement,
heaven and hell – anyone who doubts that there
really is a place called hell has obviously never visited
a suburban shopping mall in the days leading up to
Christmas. They spell out the story of our creation and
preservation and prepare us for the coming of the One
who makes sense of it all.
For me – and for thousands of others – the Festival of
Nine Lessons and Carols delivers all this and more. This
year in Nelson Cathedral, it’s at 7pm on Sunday 17th
December, and I can think of no better way to prepare
for the magic moment ‘when a few farm workers, and
three members of an obscure Persian sect, walked
haphazardly by starlight, straight into the Kingdom of
Heaven’.
Graeme Brady – Nelson Cathedral
The Rev Graeme Brady has retired to Nelson after a 50year ministry in New Zealand, Australia and the United
Kingdom.
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Celebrating

the ordination of women

Joan Tucker, Katherine Orr, Pat Robins, Ruby Jones,
Jenny Wilkens.

This year marks 40 years since the first women were
ordained in the Province of New Zealand.
In 1972 the Anglican Church issued the Report of the
Provincial Commission on the Ordination of Women to
the Priesthood.
Four years later the decision by General Synod to
allow the ordination of women came as a ‘bombshell’
in the Nelson Diocese and opposition became
widespread.
The Diocese of Nelson was geographically isolated
from other dioceses and evangelical, conservative and
low church in character. The clergy had always been
male.
Some serious questions were asked. If women were
to be ordained would it be a true ‘call to ministry’ or
did women see the role as an occupational choice?
Would women be stipendiary or non-stipendiary or a
mix of both? Could the diocese afford to pay for their
training? How would parishioners respond (some
women opposed the move) and how would men react
to female deacons and priests?
It wasn’t until 1986 that the then Bishop of Nelson
Peter Sutton ordained Blenheim woman Pat Robins as
a deacon. She and Dr Katherine Orr (later Orr-Nimmo)
were ordained priests the following year at the Church
of the Nativity in Blenheim.
Pat, with the support of the Nativity vestry, had
offered herself as a candidate for ordination at a time
when female priests were unheard of in the Diocese.
She was a pioneer.

Bishop Sutton’s initial reaction was surprise, as it
was well-known he was opposed to the ordination of
women. Any departure from the status quo would set a
precedent. However, after the General Synod approval
was given, Bishop Sutton accepted the mind of the
Church on the matter.
Bishop Sutton eventually agreed to ordain both
women in the Church of the Nativity rather than the
Cathedral.
The first public announcement was at the synod
service when the Vicar General, Archdeacon John Ford,
was given a note to add to his prayers: ‘Let us pray for
the ordination of Pat Robins and Kathy Orr in Blenheim
next week’.
Down on the West Coast Ruby Jones was ordained
deacon in June 1987 and priested the following year.
She had come from a pioneer West Coast Anglican
family and had worked as a teacher. She was involved
in parish work and served as a synod representative
and also on General Synod.
Yet it was not until she was in her late 70s that she
was asked to consider ordination by her vicar and
vestry. ‘I am 78 years old!’ she responded.
She went ahead and was ordained in March 1988 –
the first woman priest to serve at Greymouth’s Holy
Trinity Church.
Currently there are eight stipendiary (paid) women
priests working in the diocese, five non-stipendiary
and eight women with Permission to Officiate.
Brandon Sparrow – Golden Bay Parish

CAMERON GIBSON & WELLS LTD
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Make Hope my Christmas story
Throughout her long life in the Philippines, Clarita never
experienced anything as terrible as 2013. Four years later the
memory of super typhoon Haiyan are always at hand. She can
see it in her home made out of rescued timber and covered
with corrugated iron roofing donated by donors to Christian
World Service. Now as her 74 year-old body aches from the
digging, she is determined to replant the crops she lost and
many more as a cushion against future calamities.
It is the memory that drives her efforts and the community
that supports her. Once a volunteer health worker, she
knows many of the people who live in the village well. For
four years, their story has been only of disaster, but a new
one is emerging. The five villages with whom CWS partner
Developers Foundation works, have rebuilt their homes and
livelihoods. But as climate change worsens, they are thinking
about the next disaster and securing their survival.
For decades, they have lived on the fish they caught, the
food they grew or what they could trade. More recently, the
catch has been declining and the typhoons more damaging.
If nothing else, Typhoon Haiyan was a wakeup call. Staff from
Developers have been teaching them about climate change,
protecting the environment, and facilitating disaster and
livelihood planning.
After Haiyan, they realised they could replace what they
had lost, or work on a more comprehensive plan. They
have taken the big
step. All sectors
of the community
are developing an
economic plan for
the future. Groups
of farmers, children,
women and fisherfolk
contribute to the
effort.
The most visible sign
is the new farmers’
market built by local
people with materials
paid for from last
year’s Christmas
Appeal. Instead of
paying money to a

middleman, this inland market keeps funds
in the local economy and helps three fishing
families. Now they want funds to buy more
fruit trees (banana and coconut) and root crops
(cassava, sweet potato and taro) and learn skills
so they can earn more by processing the fruit
into products like banana chips. They want
to replace mangroves that were cleared from
the coasts to improve fish habitat and protect
them from tidal surges. Always aware of
possible disaster, they need to brush up on first
aid skills and community planning.
Please support the 2017 Christmas Appeal
so our partners like Developers Foundation
and the Department of Service to Palestinian
Refugees can support people’s efforts to have
food, water and justice. Like the young Syrian
refugee student who is the face of this year’s
Christmas Appeal, they will use your gifts
as a ticket for the future, turn theming into
resources their community needs to survive.
Working together with people from the
communities, we can make the hope of
Christmas our story.
You can find resources on the 2017 Christmas
Appeal or make a donation at christmasappeal.
org.nz. To donate by cheque or money order
send to: CWS Christmas Appeal, PO Box 22652
Christchurch 8140.
Gillian Southey
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Reflection
Jesse’s Tree
Garden made in joyous dance
One tree, a shadow casts
Three guests appear, midst oaks of Mamre
Isaac’s birth makes Sarah laugh
Promised seed to span the stars
A shepherd king sings sacred psalms
Jesse’s tree will bud and branch
Woman ponders, deep in heart
Sages scan the skies for stars
Mother hears her baby laugh
One tree, a shadow casts
Three in joy, go to Emmaus
Promised seed through love-borne scars
Jesse’s tree will fruit and branch

The poem opens with dance. In Christian theology
the image of a circular dance of love (perichoresis)
involving giving and receiving, is a metaphor for the
Trinity. The harmony in the garden is disrupted when
the created couple choose the sovereignty of self over
obedience to God. Poetically speaking, a tree (the
family of Adam and Eve) has cast a shadow, and all
appears lost. However, God creates an antidote to this
despair in the form of a new genealogical tree of hope
through which he plans to bless all nations.
Abraham is given a covenantal promise by God that
his descendants will be as numerous as the stars. God
responds to Abraham’s laughter by declaring that he is
to name his son Isaac (meaning laughter). Later, three
mysterious visitors appear before Abraham (aged 99)
by the oaks of Mamre. The Lord is present with these
guests and it is announced that Sarah (aged 90) will
conceive within a year. Sarah overhearing this, laughs.
God responds to the incredulous couple by saying: ‘Is
anything impossible for the Lord?’ After Isaac’s birth,
Sarah’s uncertain laugh turns to a laugh of joy. Thus
the promised seed from which Jesse’s tree will grow, is
birthed in laughter.
From the stock of Jesse comes David (a shepherd
king) whose sacred psalms have messianic tones. The
tree of Jesse is being established and God gives David
a covenantal promise that his family tree will branch
eternally.
Gabriel announces to Mary that she will bear a son
called Jesus (meaning God saves). We read that: ‘Mary
treasured up all these things and pondered them in
her heart’.
Mary is warned by Simeon that her soul will be
pierced by sorrow. Another tree casts a shadow,
as Jesus dies on the cross. Yet the tree of Jesse,
originating in the laughter of Abraham and Sarah,
contains a concluding laugh in the Resurrection of
Christ.
Jesus begins his ministry by reading the prophecy
of Isaiah 61 and affirming that he is the anointed one
who brings good news. This prophecy proclaims that
those who respond to the good news will be ‘called
oaks of righteousness, the planting of the Lord that he
may be glorified’. Jesus is the fruitful branch of Jesse
and we, his disciples, are God’s children. The tree of
Jesse continues to fruit, branch and grow.

Jennifer Patterson – Bishopdale College Librarian
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